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New limits for Organic blue poppy
Changed maximum content of opium
alkaloids

New maximum levels for opium alkaloids in poppy seeds and baked
goods have been in effect since July 1, 2022. Poppy seeds come from
the opium poppy and contain naturally occurring opium alkaloids.
Regulation (EC) 1881/2006 sets a maximum content of 20 mg/kg for
poppy seeds that are placed on the market for the end consumer. For
bakery products containing poppy seeds, a maximum content of 1.50
mg/kg applies. This is a sum parameter, which is composed of the
morphine content and the codein content.
Since opium alkaloids occur naturally in the plant, they are also subject
to natural variations. Based on our many years of experience with this
product and close cooperation with our expert suppliers, we are
confident that we will be able to meet the new limits.

In our assortment you can find:

Organic blue poppy
Origin: Turkey
Order Now

Organic Walnuts crop 2022
A market overview
Suppliers of walnuts from Eastern Europe are expecting a good quality
harvest. However, due to drought with resulting diseases, the harvest
date will be delayed by several weeks (end of October - beginning of
November). In this way, farmers are trying by all means to avoid a 2025% lower expected crop yield. As a result, there will be a high quantity
of small to medium sized walnuts.
The situation in India is somewhat different. Here, 15-40% less raw
product is expected due to snowfall in winter and heavy rainfall in
summer. Regardless, good quality is expected here as well.
Punitive tariffs on foreign origins have led to greater demand
domestically, resulting in less export commodity available. In addition,
the domestic market is given priority at the start of harvest due to the
coinciding date of the Indian Christmas. This results in a shift of larger
export volumes to mid-November.

In our assortment you can find:

Organic Walnuts
Origin: Moldova
Available: amber, quaters and broken
amber, halves
light, quaters and broken
light, halves
Order Now

We take part as exhibitor
This year we are represented with our own booth at the Nordic Organic
Food Fair. With around 500 exhibitors from almost 50 countries, the
largest trade event for certified organic food and beverages in the
Scandinavian region is aimed at the markets of the Nordic countries.
Strategically well located in Malmö in southern Sweden, this trade fair
offers an excellent platform for initiating business in the Scandinavian
region. Yearly increasing sales figures prove that especially in Northern
Europe organic food is in focus. From 16-17.11.22 we are pleased to be
able to offer all interested parties the opportunity for personal exchange
through our sales representative Felix Zaremba.
You will find us at the location: Booth B 80

Now available again!

Organic Erythrit
Order Now

Product range

Did you know that our portfolio includes cedar nuts, hemp seeds, goji
berries, cocoa nibs, turmeric and many other products?
Just have a look at our assortment list - or ask directly for special
products. We strive to meet many wishes.
Of course, everything in certified organic quality.
www.delphiorganic.com/files/Sortimentsliste_EN.pdf
Contact person is Mr. Markus Dornhege
mdornhege@delphiorganic.com
+49 251 28056-11
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